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Red China’s Green Revolution is an important

of agriculture in the early 1980s; and, so the story

reassessment of the Maoist rural commune sys‐

goes, it was this decollectivization that played the

tem in China from its establishment in the 1950s to

crucial role in China’s enormous post-Mao eco‐

its demise in the late 1970s to early 1980s. The con‐

nomic growth.

ventional assessment of the Maoist commune as
found in official, scholarly, and popular accounts
created in the post-Mao period goes something like
this: overburdened by endless political campaigns
and a strict Maoist ideology, China’s rural farmers
were unproductive, inefficient, and ideologically
blinded to economic reality. Communes were eco‐
nomic and agricultural failures, symbolized most
potently by the famines of the Great Leap Forward
(1958 to 1962). However, the centrality of collective
farming to Maoism meant that communes could
not be abandoned, and so agricultural production
limped along until after Mao’s death in 1976. Fi‐
nally, in 1978, a local production team in rural An‐
hui Province agreed to a secret contract that di‐
vided the commune’s farmland into individual
family plots called “household contracts.” The suc‐
cess of their household-based farming system ulti‐
mately spurred the nationwide decollectivization

Red China’s Green Revolution is arrayed
against this conventional post-Mao narrative
sponsored by the Chinese Communist Party (CCP)
outlined above at several points. First, the book ar‐
gues that the “Chinese commune was not an eco‐
nomic failure remedied by decollectivization” (p.
2). Instead, despite early challenges and disasters
wrought by the commune system, communes were
institutionally reformed and agriculturally mod‐
ernized and productive by the 1970s. Joshua Eisen‐
man builds his case by looking at extant but not
previously closely examined national, provincial,
and county data, such as grain production, ma‐
chine power, labor, fertilizer, and pig inventory.
That data, according to Eisenman, shows that
from 1970 to 1979 the communes produced enough
food for enough people such that China’s popula‐
tion grew by more than 150 million people.
Moreover, other markers of well-being also im‐
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proved, like life expectancy, literacy, and vocation‐

Chapter 3 is a deeper study of the fourth and fi‐

al education.

nal commune period, the “Green Revolution Com‐
mune.” In it, Eisenman uses national and provin‐

Second, Eisenman identifies in China’s “green

cial official data to elaborate how investments in

revolution” of the 1970s the “material, technologic‐

agricultural capital and technological advances

al, and educational foundations for China’s emer‐

drove increased agricultural productivity. This

gence as an economic superpower” (p. xxi). By loc‐

strategy helped overcome what Eisenman identi‐

ating the roots of China’s economic growth in the

fies as the three principal challenges facing com‐

late Mao period, Red China’s Green Revolution

munes in the 1970s: decreasing arable land, high-

adds significant weight to the work of scholars

capital depreciation rates, and rising population

who have approached 1978 as less an unbridgeable

growth. A crucial component of this green revolu‐

chasm and more a porous divide between the Mao

tion was the elevation of agricultural and mechan‐

years and the period of Deng Xiaoping’s reforms.

ical experts. Sidelined during the Great Leap For‐

As the post-1978 period of the PRC increasingly falls

ward period, these figures worked in tandem with

under the purview of “history,” this process will

commune work teams to create a network (a “re‐

likely continue, building on the foundations laid

search and extension system”) through which agri‐

by books like this. Third, Eisenman shows that the

cultural knowledge, best-practices, and applied sci‐

romanticized story of the ending of the commune

ence research could be shared at national, provin‐

system by a daring band of local farmers is false:

cial, county, and commune levels.

decollectivization was the consequence of elite
political maneuvering.

Whereas chapter 3 quantitatively shows that
the post-1970 commune was productive, chapters

The bulk of the book is divided into a prologue

4, 5, and 6—which comprise the majority of the

and two main parts that are spread across eight

second part of the book—aim to show why it was

chapters. After the introduction (chapter 1), Eisen‐

productive. They do so from economic, political,

man provides an institutional history of the com‐

and

mune through 1970 and identifies four distinct

organizational

perspectives,

respectively.

Chapter 4 (“Economics”) argues that increased co‐

periods: the disastrous Great Leap Forward Com‐

ercive household extraction was efficiently rein‐

mune (1958-61); the Rightist Commune (1962-64),

vested into agricultural capital—fertilizer, seeds,

which incorporated material incentives and relied

mechanization, pesticides—which in turn led to in‐

more on central decision-making; the strictly

creased agricultural output. Chapter 5 (“Politics”)

Maoist Leftist Commune (1965-69), which coin‐

explains how this high level of extraction was

cided with the Cultural Revolution and commune-

maintained principally through high social pres‐

led agricultural mechanization; and the more pro‐

sure from local leaders, the People’s Militia, and

ductive and effective Green Revolution Commune

fellow workers; a collective remuneration system

(1970-79), which drew on the lessons from previous

based not on cash but on workpoints that effect‐

commune periods that culminated in the Northern

ively disguised the high level of state extraction;

Districts Agricultural Conference reforms of 1970.

and a practically religious Maoist ideology that

Eisenman distinguishes these periods mostly by

promoted hard work and dedication to the com‐

commune size, their system of remuneration, and

mune. Some readers might take issue with Eisen‐

strategies for agricultural modernization. This

man’s reliance on religious terminology, like the

chapter shows convincingly that the success of the

“church of Mao,” “worship,” and “state religion,” to

1970s cannot be understood without fleshing out

describe the ideological underpinnings behind

the broader institutional history of the commune.

Chinese workers’ devotion to the commune. In‐
deed, Eisenman does not much address the degree
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to which belief in the commune was cynically “in‐

sort of quantitative coup de grâce of the post-Mao

doctrinated” from above, the result of authentic

CCP-sponsored interpretation of Maoist com‐

and sincere belief in the project from below, or a

munes, their agricultural productivity, and their re‐

combination of the two. Chapter 6 (“Organiza‐

lationship to post-Mao economic growth. Few stud‐

tion”) uses econometric and social scientific theor‐

ies of the PRC, either from social scientists or his‐

ies to determine how the commune’s organization‐

torians, move so seamlessly between administrat‐

al structure and size increased its productivity. The

ive levels to understand how center and locale in‐

examined data (county-level statistics from Hen‐

teracted across time. This framing more accur‐

an Province) do not allow Eisenman to make

ately highlights the book’s many important contri‐

simple, decisive conclusions. However, they do

butions.

suggest a relationship between relative commune

Eisenman should likewise be applauded for

size and team size: small teams were more pro‐

providing the national and provincial agricultural

ductive in small communes and large teams in

data that he used as appendices in the back of the

large communes benefited from economies of

book. Scholars of the Green Revolution and of agri‐

scale.

cultural development outside the scope of USAID

Part 2 ends with chapters 7 and 8, the latter be‐

from the 1950s to the 1970s will find the curation of

ing a general conclusion and useful summariza‐

this data, and the book as a whole, useful for com‐

tion of the book’s main points. Chapter 7 (“Burying

parative studies.

the Commune”) is Eisenman’s takedown of the

Finally, it should be underlined that the book

CCP-sponsored “from-below” narrative of decol‐

(despite its title) is not principally focused on the

lectivization. He looks at newspapers, speeches, of‐

“Green Revolution” so much as it is focused on the

ficial reports, and elite memoirs to convincingly

evolution of the Maoist commune as an institution

show that decollectivization of the commune was

and agricultural producer. For Eisenman’s story,

decided from the top. Deng Xiaoping and other re‐

Red China’s “Green Revolution” is crucial because

formers could only diminish Maoism and harden

its statistical existence shows that the commune

their grip on power by dismantling the commune.

system was able to modernize China’s agriculture,

Red China’s Green Revolution is an important,

increase food production, and improve general

rigorous, and valuable contribution to a growing

well-being from 1970 onward. Eisenman argues

scholarship that seeks to highlight the successes of

powerfully that this “Green Revolution” laid im‐

the Mao period and look past Cold War ideological

portant foundations for China’s continued rapid

arrangements that emphasized the Mao period’s

growth in the 1980s. Ironically, this subsequent

failures. However, the occasional historiographical

enormous economic expansion has today led to

framing of the book’s “revisionist” conclusions as

calls for a “Green Revolution” of a different char‐

“radically different” or “disturbing” to read is at

acter in China—this time focused more on envir‐

times overstated (p. xxiii). As Eisenman himself

onmental pollution, ecological degradation, and

writes, his book builds on the work of other “agri‐

renewable sources of energy.

cultural economists, political scientists, and histor‐
ians” who have long challenged the traditional
narrative but have not yet produced revisionist
narratives of sufficient “explanatory power” (p.
xxii). So framed, the book’s principal contribution
is thus to collate and examine previously neg‐
lected national, provincial, and county data as a
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